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As I began drafting this message and reflecting on all of the progress that Cyclo Nord-Sud has made over the past year, I was filled with 
pride, joy and appreciation. Indeed, guided by its special and unique mission, Cyclo Nord-Sud reached new heights in 2008. Its activities 

and events built capacity and community and were filled with meaning, and promise for a better future.

Most moving among the year’s highlights was the shipment, on September 7, of the 25,000th Cyclo Nord-Sud bicycle. This bike, which had 
belonged to cycling and environmental activist Claire Morissette -- Cyclo Nord-Sud founder and guiding spirit -- was donated to a Cape 
Haitien nurse, where it continues to serve as a tool for sustainable human development.

The year 2008 was also rich in recognitions of all types. First, Cyclo Nord-Sud’s coordinator Jennifer Crawford won first Canadian prize in 
the Yves Rocher Foundation’s Women of the Earth contest. How fitting, given that the promotion of women has always been part of Cyclo 
Nord-Sud’s social justice vision. Subsequently, Cyclo Nord-Sud was awarded the Inspiration Prize by Montreal’s Community Economic De-
velopment Corporations. This prize, awarded to innovative enterprises, helped draw attention to the international, social and environmental 
vision that guides Cyclo Nord-Sud.

Cyclo Nord-Sud recovered from the financial difficulties it experienced in 2007 and undertook a major new initiative designed to assure its 
financial stability over the long term: the drafting of a 5-year plan in consultation with an organizational development consulting firm. The 
members of Cyclo Nord-Sud’s Board, its employees and many of its volunteers were actively involved in this undertaking. The plan, adopted 
in April 2009, included the following elements: maintaining collection and shipment activities at the 2008 level; deepening relationships 
with allied organizations; sustaining our existing network of contacts; intensifying the search for new members and donors; and designing a 
long-term communications strategy, including evolution of Cyclo Nord-Sud’s logo and corporate identity.

Of course, these efforts will require the financial support of partners and funders who share our organization’s social and environmental val-
ues and who recognize the relevance and the innovative character of Cyclo Nord-Sud’s activities. Ensuring financial stability remains a central 
concern, as it enables the organization not only to improve the quality of its work, but to offer a rewarding work environment and personal 
development opportunities for employees, volunteers and partners alike. Indeed, the goal of sustainability underlies all of our development 
initiatives.

In all that we do, we never lose track of what motivates us! In countries like Togo, Haiti, El Salvador or Cuba, where Cyclo Nord-Sud has 
established partnerships, the bicycle is a motor of sustainable economic and social development. A bicycle in a developing country can en-
able a young girl to attend school, a family to sell its surplus farm products at the market, or a rural doctor to arrive at the bedside of a patient 
before it is too late. In this way, a used bike put out for collection or cluttering a basement somewhere in Quebec is reborn in the hands of our 
partners in the South. You can even see appearing on the streets for the first time cargo-bikes, taxi-bikes and bicycle-ambulances!

I want to emphasize, in closing, the contribution of Jennifer Crawford, a well-loved employee, who leaves Cyclo Nord-Sud for the country-
side and new challenges. Over a period of several very productive years, she embodied the culture of Cyclo Nord-Sud. I would like to also 
take this opportunity to thank Valérie Marier and Nathalie Brière for all of the good work they did as Interim Coordinator and Secretary-
Bookkeeper, respectively; Marie-Andrée Payeur for the growing visibility and presence of Cyclo Nord-Sud on the Quebec scene; Gerardo 
Frankenberger and David Chaumel for the enhanced North-South partnerships and our efficient bicycle collection program. On a daily basis, 
your exceptional work, your creativity, your new ideas and your dedication support the mission of Cyclo Nord-Sud. I would also like to wel-
come our new employees, Glenn Rubenstein, Development Coordinator, and Sylvie St-Amand, Secretary-Bookkeeper.

Finally, I thank from the bottom of my heart all those who contribute bicycles, organize bike collections, volunteer their time and/or join as 
members of Cyclo Nord-Sud. Your support and your wonderful energy keep the wheels spinning at Cyclo Nord-Sud, so that together we can 
build a more just, unified and greener world.

Catherine Gingras, président

President’s message



National Environmental Organization
For the second year in a row, Cyclo Nord-Sud was recognized by the Mi-
nistère du Développement durable, Environnement et Parcs as a national 
environmental organization. Cyclo Nord-Sud qualifies for this recognition, 
and the grant funding that accompanies it, thanks to the active engagement 

of citizens on behalf of the organization’s sustainability mission and to the presence of dues-paying 
members in all of Quebec’s regions.

Inspiration Award
Quebec’s Community Economic Development Corporations (CDEC) 
join together each year to honour social enterprises that distinguish 
themselves by their accomplishments, their impact and their commu-
nity-based activities.

Cyclo Nord-Sud was among the organizations so honoured this year, 
receiving the Inspiration Prize for Montreal’s Centre-North territory. 
Surrounded by elected officials from all three levels of government 
who reiterated their support and admiration for Cyclo Nord-Sud’s 
mission, Marie-Andrée Payeur received the award in the name of the 
Board of Directors and the entire Cyclo Nord-Sud team.

Women of the Earth Award
Jennifer Crawford won first Canadian prize in the Yves Rocher Foundation’s Women of the Earth 
contest. Cyclo Nord-Sud Coordinator for the past four years, Jennifer’s extraordinary work and dedi-
cation were recognized during a ceremony held in honour of Earth Day.

2008 Highlights
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Results and partnerships

4531 bicycles shipped

56 bike collection campaigns in as many municipalities

60 % of campaigns in school settings involved 12-17 year olds

67 % : of collections repeated

New partners and organizers:   
The Terry Fox and Ste-Béatrice de Laval-Vimont elementary 
schools, Grande-Rivière High School in Aylmer, The residents 
of the Maria region in Gaspésie, The Sutton School, the City 
of Saint-Sauveur, the music and dance school Corps et Âme 
en mouvement of Longueuil, the Westmount Healthy City 
Project, the Vélo Club de Saint-Hyacinthe, the du Parc YMCA 
in Montréal.

3346 bikes received at collection sites

621 bikes received at the Montreal warehouse

Volunteering:  :  

600 volunteers contributing the equivalent of  

33 856 $ (at minimum hourly wage)

Cyclo Nord-Sud 
in numbers

Budget

296 222 $
Self-financing

47 %
Grants
Québec 25 %

Montreal 1 %

Contributions
27 %
Permanent staff
5
Members
352

10 containers sent South

Value of bikes and bike parts sent South:  : 225 004 $

Partner countries : Mali, Cuba, Bénin, Nicaragua, Togo, 
Ghana, Haïti, El Salvador.

New Southern partners : 
Centro Salvadoreño de Tecnologia Apropiada (CESTA) / 
Friends of the Earth EL SALVADOR and the Centre de for-
mation professionnelle de Koudougou in MALI, through 
Éducation Internationale and the Commission scolaire des 
Bois-Francs.

New financial partners :  
Stephen R. Bronfman Foundation, Caisse d’économie solidaire 
Desjardins, La Siembra Co-operative / Cocoa Camino, Du-
moulin Bicyclettes, La Voie Libre / Right to Move.

352 dues-paying members

First Montreal Artistic Bike Show at the Cyclo Nord-Sud  

warehouse: more than 500 visitors

Fundraiser at Club Soda with spokesperson  

Boucar Diouf  and a dozen artist-supporters
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Organization and community
Mission and membership
Cyclo Nord-Sud promotes sustainable development based upon 
respect for the biosphere and its inhabitants. Our actions and 
education tools are part of a broader vision encompassing non-
motorized transportation and the principals of re-use of resources, 
social justice, fair trade, women’s empowerment and international 
solidarity.

Cyclo Nord-Sud collects used bicycles (as well as bike parts, to-
ols and accessories) in order to ship them to poor communities in 
developing countries where they become a very useful means of 
transportation, and in many cases, a way to generate additional 
income – to fight against poverty.

The organization functions according to generally accepted demo-
cratic principles as practiced by most non-profits. The Annual Ge-
neral Meeting was held on May 27, 2008. As of the end of the year, 
Cyclo Nord-Sud had 352 members from throughout the province 
of Quebec! 

2008 Board of Directors
Honorary Chair: David Suzuki, internationally renowned scientist, 
environmentalist and communicator
President:
Catherine Gingras, Development Officer, ARO International
Secretary-Treasurer: France Lebeau, freelance translator
Board Members: 
Elaine Farwell, freelancer
Richard Dugas, community entrepreneur, Komun Bicycle
Micheline Corbeil, teacher
Pierre Morissette, accountant
Sylvain Guernon, lawyer
Francis Malette, bicycle mechanic
and energy efficiency consultant
Xavier Ovando, owner, Atelier Roue Libre

2008 Employees
Nathalie Brière, Administrative Assistant
David Chaumel, Logistics
Jennifer Crawford, Administration and Development
Gerardo Frankenberger, Logistics
Valérie Marier, Interim Administrator and Developer
Marie-Andrée Payeur, Communications

Our Networks
Association québécoise des organismes de 
coopération internationale (AQOCI)
Conseil régional de l’environnement de Montréal (CRE)
Réseau québécois des groupes écologistes (RQGE)
Front commun québécois pour une gestion écologique 
des déchets (FCQGED)
Coalition Action RE-buts
CDEC Centre-Nord
CanadaHelps.org

Our Wonderful Volunteers
Volunteer engagement is at the heart of Cyclo Nord-Sud’s achie-
vements. This year, once again, more than 600 people volunteered 
with the organization -- as organizers of bicycle collections, at the 
warehouse, at the office. All of these volunteer hours represented 
the equivalent of $33,856 (calculated at minimum wage) in logisti-
cal and administrative support for Cyclo Nord-Sud.

One volunteer’s story:
«It was while separating bike parts 
with fellow bike enthusiasts, my hands 
covered with grease, that I was intro-
duced to the history of Cyclo Nord-
Sud, its logistical challenges and the 
impact of its collective action across 
Quebec and around the world. Here 
I thought I was building a little nest at 
Cyclo Nord-Sud; turns out it was no 
less than a beehive! How many new 
faces I would encounter during a bike 

collection or while loading a container! I marvel at the magnetism 
of the place, a magnetism that brings people from all kinds of bac-
kgrounds and at different stages of their lives to come together for a 
cause. I believe that Cyclo Nord-Sud thrives because there’s a won-
derful simplicity in people’s interactions, an absence of impersonal 
formality. ‘Elbows touching, that’s happiness,’ wrote Félix Leclerc, 
citing his mother. That’s what comes to mind when I am describing 
the meals shared at Cyclo Nord-Sud around a table that is but a few 
meters from a container filled with hundreds of bikes.»

Jean-David Lacasse

List of participating municipalities
Aylmer Lévis Sainte-Adèle

Beloeil- Saint-Hilaire Longueuil Saint-Bruno

Boisbriand Magog Saint-Hubert

Boucherville Maria Sainte-Hyacinthe

Châteauguay Marieville
Saint-Jean- 

sur-Richelieu

Cowansville Mascouche Saint-Jérôme

Dollar-des-Ormeaux Montréal Saint-Lazare

Drummondville Mont-Saint-Anne
Saint-Raymond- 

de-Portneuf

Farnham Oka Saint-Sauveur

Granby Ottawa Sutton

Hudson Pierrefonds Terrebonne

Lachute Québec Thetford Mines

Lac Mégantic Repentigny Trois-Rivières

La Prairie Saguenay Val-Morin

L’Assomption Sept-Iles Varennes

Laval Sherbrooke Waterloo

Westmount
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Actions in Quebec
Vital parts donation program
Some twenty generous bike shops in the greater Montreal area 
regularly provide Cyclo Nord-Sud with bike parts, accessories and 
tools that extend the useful life of the bicycles we ship to deve-
loping countries.

These pieces enable us to ensure that the donated bikes are well-
maintained over the long term while also serving other purposes: 
air pumps prove to be very useful in rural zones… a baggage rack 
transforms a bike into a cargo-bike... fenders are invaluable for the 
rainy season... Thanks to the participating bike shops, our partners 
in the developing world receive containers filled to the brim that 
have twice the value than they would otherwise have had!

Quebec Waste Reduction Week
Cyclo Nord-Sud was founded on the principle that citizen parti-
cipation is essential to developing efficient waste reduction and 
reuse programs.

On two consecutive Sun-
days in October and as part 
of Quebec Waste Reduction 
Week, Cyclo Nord-Sud orga-
nized a mini-convoy of car-
go-bikes that rode through the 
alleyways at the Jean-Talon 
Market in order to promote 
the idea of reuse of waste ma-
terials.

This project was made possible thanks to the support of Recyc-
Québec. Cyclo Nord-Sud also participated at the 3R Expo organi-
zed by Action RE-Buts at the Montreal Science Centre.

Fundraising Extravaganza
For the first time, Cyclo Nord-Sud sponsored a celebrity event for 
its Montreal-area supporters. Directed by the Harold and Maude 
production team, this major show was presented at Club Soda. 

Dozens of artist-supporters took part, including Cyclo Nord-Sud’s 
spokesperson, Boucar Diouf, as well as Caracol, Kodiak, Yves 
Desrosiers, Kumpan’ia, D.Qlik, Francesca Como, Ian Kelly, Chris 
Koster and Monica Freire.

This festive evening of solidarity brought together hundreds of peo-
ple and enabled Cyclo Nord-Sud to celebrate its excellent results 
in 2008. Thanks to all of the artists and craftspeople who helped 
produce a fun, lively, colourful show.

Montreal Artistic Bike Show
Nearly twenty of the most talented bicycle artisans and artists from 
Quebec and Ontario gathered at the Cyclo Nord-Sud warehouse 
for a weekend celebration of all that is bicycle.

These cyclo-artists, for whom the bicycle is not only a means of 
transportation, but also a work of art, shared their know-how and 
their creativity with approximately 500 visitors who attended the 
weekend-long event.

In addition to the display of hand-made bicycles in the Cyclo Nord-
Sud workshop, heritage 
bikes restored by mem-
bers of Right to Move / La 
Voie libre, co-organizers 
of the event, were sold 
at auction, with benefits 
going to Cyclo Nord-Sud.  
More than $3,000 was 
collected as a result.  A 
heartfelt felt thank you to 
Right to Move / La Voie li-
bre for the wonderful bike 
show!

In town, without my car
This very special day celebrating alternative forms of transportation 
is observed annually in dozens of cities around the world. Cyclo 
Nord-Sud was proud to participate in the 2008 version, staffing an 
information booth on a fabulously quiet yet animated Sainte-Ca-
therine Street (the noise level was 15 decibels lower in downtown 
Montreal due to the event).

The bicycle is the perfect form of alternative transportation, and 
Cyclo Nord-Sud is committed to offering this type of transportation 
to communities with a critical need for economic and ecological 
forms of mobility.

New spokesperson: Boucar Diouf
Of Senegalese origin, Boucar Diouf has lived in Quebec for 15 
years. With a doctorate in biology, he is particularly sensitive to the 
environmental challenges the world faces.

His association with Cyclo Nord-Sud is 
thus organic. Indeed, who better than a 
biologist from Africa to understand and 
explain the logic of sending the econo-
mical and ecological bicycle to com-
munities in the developing world? Who 
better than this engaging storyteller to 
testify from the heart about the realities 
in the developing countries to which 
Cyclo Nord-Sud ships used bicycles?
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Action Plan 2009-2010
The 2009-2010 action plan is the first in a series that will guide implementation of the Cyclo Nord-Sud 2009-2013 five-
year development plan, drafted by the organization’s Board of Directors, staff and volunteers in collaboration with a team 
of organizational development consultants.

With a view toward ensuring that future actions are in line with Cyclo Nord-Sud’s vision, mission and values, the plan is 
designed first and foremost to ensure that existing services are solidified and structures and funding bases strengthened. 
Related objectives include the improvement of communications and services in Southern countries as well as increased 
public education in Quebec about our mission and activities. 

Vision :
Cyclo Nord-Sud promotes sustainable development based upon respect for the biosphere and its 
inhabitants by promoting bicycle use.
 Sensibiliser, éduquer et mobiliser la population québécoise sur les impacts du réemploi des vélos au Sud.

 Educate and mobilize Quebecers about the impacts that reusing bikes has in developing countries.

 Contribute to improving the quality of life in Southern countries through the development of sustainable projects that  
 promote local autonomy.

 Act on behalf of a broader vision encompassing non-motorized transportation and the principles of re-use of resources, social  
 justice, fair trade, women’s empowerment and international solidarity.

Mission :
Cyclo Nord-Sud collects used bicycles (as well as bike parts, tools and accessories) in order to ship 
them to poor communities in developing countries where they become a very useful means of trans-
portation and in many cases a way to generate additional income – to fight against poverty. 

Values :
Social justice
The desire to promote greater equality. More particularly, the desire to provide women in the South with the means and the tools needed 
to reduce inequality between the sexes and to support community development. .

Autonomy 
Enabling individuals and communities to take charge of their own future, by providing the skills training and the tools that they need in 
order to promote local development and improved living conditions.  

Citizen and collective action
An approach that seeks to mobilize citizens and communities around concrete actions that benefit the entire society, both environmen-
tally and socially  

Sustainable development
The desire to propose effective, viable solutions that respond to community needs without compromising future generations and that 
respect local environmental, human and economic capacities and resources. 
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Action Plan 2009-2010

ORIENTATION 1: INCREASED FINANCIAL AUTONOMY 
  (objective: 80% of revenues derived from Cyclo Nord-Sud’s own sources)

Increase revenues (objective: $30,000 by the end of 2010)  
 Continue to sponsor 60 bike collections annually and maintain the per bicycle contribution at $12

 Seek new sponsorships to increase product sales

 Increase revenues from private foundations and major donors

Increase membership (objective: 1000 members by the end of 2010)  
 Develop new recruitment tools and approaches intended for specific audiences

 Increase the presence of membership recruiters during bike collections 

 Update the membership database  

Capitalization  
 Conduct an evaluation of Cyclo Nord-Sud’s needs with respect to work and warehouse space 

 as well as an evaluation of the building it currently occupies

ORIENTATION 2: IMPROVE SUPPORT TO SOUTHERN PARTNERS 
  to ensure the sustainability of bicycle projects
Determine specific needs 
 Consolidate bicycle shipment partnerships

 Improve Southern partners’ and groups’ knowledge of the geographic regions within which they work and the social problems  
 that arise in the context of bicycle projects, in order to support the strengthening of local capacity

 Contribute to empowering communities and particularly women in the developing world

 ORIENTATION 3: DEVELOP NEW COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGIES
Creation and execution of a communications plan
 Prepare communications strategies targeting selected audiences

 Refresh Cyclo Nord-Sud’s image

 Organize a special event that mobilizes supporters and celebrates the 10th anniversary of Cyclo Nord-Sud

 Pursue consciousness-raising efforts to educate the public, and develop an education kit

ORIENTATION 4: ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Creation of permanent workgroups 
 • Communication and Fundraising
 • Human Resources

Creation of ad-hoc workgroups 
 • 10th anniversary
 • Space and capitalization
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Actions in the South

Cuba  •  Visit to a partner  •  Gerardo Frankenberger, logistics coordinator
True to its image, Cuba is a magnificent island suffering from a critical lack of resources. This situation affects the island’s residents on a day-
to-day basis. In the face of this adversity, sustainable development is much more than just an expression; it is a necessity that gives birth to 
incredible ingeniousness.

The shortage of oil and of vehicles reduces Cubans’ mobility and generates heavy demand for more sustainable, 
autonomous and economical modes of transport, like the bicycle! However, purchasing a bike, which is absolutely 
essential for mobility in Cuba, could consume an entire year’s savings, making bikes terribly precious. I could attest 
to this, for while I was visiting the small village of La Boca, one woman said to me: «There are two things that I 
would not lend to anyone: my bike and my umbrella.» She also confirmed that Cyclo Nord-Sud’s actions give low-
income communities a tool for progress that could considerably improve standards of living.

So far, Cyclo Nord-Sud has sent two containers filled with bikes to its Cuban partner -- La Unión Nacional de Ar-
quitectos e Ingenieros de la Construcción de Cuba (UNAICC). The bikes are distributed free of charge to workers 
at several of UNAICC’s workshops. With its national presence, our partner has launched construction projects 
and construction material production projects that are economical and ecological, notably involving the use of 
bamboo.

A third party covers the cost of maritime transportation: the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC). The SDC 
has an ingenious system for calculating the social development impact resulting from each Swiss franc invested in a project, 
and Cyclo Nord-Sud’s bike shipment project is one of the most productive of all! That’s why the SDC has committed to fund 
two containers annually to Cuba until 2015.

What a wonderful example of international cooperation, combining the actions and efforts of various individuals and organizations, in the 
North as well as in the South, with the shared achievements contributing to build a more just and humane world. G.F.

Mali  •  Hands-on mission•  Robin Black, professional bike mechanic
The bicycle recycling and repair workshop with which Cyclo Nord-Sud is associated in Mali was established in partnership with the Com-
mission scolaire des Bois-Francs and Éducation Internationale and was supported financially by the Canadian International Development 
Agency’s Voluntary Sector Fund. A professional mechanic commissioned by Cyclo Nord-Sud assisted in launching this workshop this year.

Participating in a training mission in his role as professional bike mechanic, Robin Black’s main 
objective was to place into operation a functional workshop that would meet the needs of trainees 
and that would be created in collaboration with local trainers. A vast undertaking, if one considers 
that the start-up had to be accomplished in only two weeks time.

«Working with used bikes is an acquired talent, and a passion that can be shared,» confi-
ded Mr. Black upon his return. «What we did first was to analyze the quality of the bikes 
we had received, selecting a small percentage of them to be sacrificed for their parts. 
Thus, by the second day, we had before us enough components to enable us to safely 
place into circulation hundreds of bikes that, in Quebec, would have been abandoned.

«Thereafter, my mandate was to organize the workshop, arrange the tools received with the ship-
ment and install four work posts. While getting to know my Malian associate Karim, I made sure that everything was well labelled and secu-
red. The trainees, fascinated, hung around the workshop waiting impatiently for the beginning of the training. My role during this short visit 
was to work with the trainers, but nonetheless, I took a little time to give a basic training to the students regarding the tools, the bike parts, 
and the elementary workshop safety rules to be followed. A few bikes were repaired and are already circulating, but the bulk of the work is 
to be done in the workshop by the trainees.»

Robin is proud, among other things, of certain of the workshop’s most concrete realizations. «With the talent and expertise of Christian, a 
professional solderer who was doing a third stint at the Centre, we were able to construct a Quebec-Mali tandem, which then became the 
standard bearer for the solidarity project we had undertaken. We also created a trailer using two small kids’ bikes and old bike tubes. The Ma-
lians were particularly impressed by the ingeniousness of this little trailer. I believe that’s because it responded to a real need for transporting 
large loads and, when they saw it, they realized all of a sudden the tremendous potential that the used bikes from Cyclo Nord-Sud offered. 
They saw in this trailer a concrete means of improving the daily life of their compatriots.»

In addition to enabling the students of the Centre to travel the dozens of kilometres between home and school each morning and evening, 
the bicycles will also serve to boost the economy of the village of Koulikoro.  M.-A.P
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Partners in the South
4531 bikes shipped to eight countries in Africa and Latin America

Country Population: 
8.5 million

Average Annual Salary: 
$1,543USD men 
$  732USD women

Literacy / Schooling: 
47.9% men   
23.3% women

Life Expectancy: 
54.1 years men 
56.5 years women

Infant Mortality: 
150 / 1000

Human Development Index: 
163rd of 177 countriess

Country Population: 
11.3 million

Average Annual Salary: 
not available

Literacy / Schooling: 
99.8%  

Life Expectancy: 
75.8 years men 
79.5 years women

Infant Mortality: 
6 / 1000

Human Development Index: 
50 of 177 countriess

Benin is one of the least developed countries of the world. The poverty rate (59 %) is extremely 
high, especially in the rural areas. As a result, for most residents of Benin, transportation is 
neither affordable nor accessible. In the bicycle, AJEDUI-ONG, Cyclo Nord-Sud’s partner, sees 
the solution to the problem.

Accordingly, between 2004 and 2009, AJEDUI-
ONG received five 40-foot containers of bikes. Tho-
se benefiting include economically disadvantaged 
rural inhabitants, workers and schoolchildren.

Often, those residing in the countryside might re-
ceive a donated bicycle during campaigns intended 
to identify pockets of poverty in rural villages. The 
bikes are then used for transportation out to the 
fields and to the market as well as  to transport mer-
chandise and harvests, etc.

With respect to the workers, a very low payment is requested for each bike. The purchase is 
often made on credit.

The best schoolchildren from very disadvantaged backgrounds could win their bicycle through 
a contest, permitting them to travel by bike to school (90 % of use being school-related).

During the recent oil crisis, when the price of gasoline increased exorbitantly, some people 
were forced to abandon their motorized vehicle in favour of a bicycle, which is more econo-
mical and without negative impacts on the environment. 

            - Semassousi Nadège, Assistant AJEDUI-ONG

Cyclo Nord-Sud’s logistician had the opportunity to visit this year with the organization’s par-
tner, La Unión Nacional de Arquitectos e Ingenieros de la Construcción de Cuba (UNAICC) 
and he returned overjoyed by the impact of the bicycle project on this island where the needs 
are great.

Thanks to a third-party partnership with the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation 
(SDC), the bicycles sent from Quebec are offered free of charge to Cuban agricultural workers 
engaged in a Bamboo-Biomass project. With distances to and from work averaging 13 kilome-
tres each day -- if the market and childcare are located along the same trajectory -- one can 
imagine how these bicycles have completely transformed the daily life of the workers. The 
Swiss Agency, which evaluates the social development impacts of its investments, has highli-
ghted the exceptional cost/benefit of the bike project and consequently reiterated its support 
until 2015!

The Bamboo-Biomass project has already permitted 
the seeding of 202 hectares with different types of 
bamboo. The incredible growth and the durability of 
this plant make it a very useful and unusually eco-
logical and economical construction material. With 
26 workshops in operation, the project is ongoing in 
several parts of Cuba. 

Two containers have already been planned for 2009, 
intended for communities impacted by the hurricanes 
of the past year.

BÉNIN, Cotounou

Association des jeunes 
déterminés et unis pour un 
idéal (AJEUDUI-ONG)

2268 bikes over 5 years

CUBA, Santa-Clara

Union nationale des archi-
tectes et des ingénieurs de 
la construction de Cuba

847 bikes over 2 years
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Partners in the South
4531 bikes shipped to eight countries in Africa and Latin America

Country Population: 
22.5 million

Average Annual Salary: 
$2,893USD  men 
$2,056USD  women

Literacy / Schooling: 
66.4% men   
49.8% women

Life Expectancy: 
58.7 years men 
59.5 years women

Infant Mortality: 
68 / 1000

Human Development Index: 
132 of 177 countriess

Country Population: 
8.4 million

Average Annual Salary: 
$2,465USD men 
$1,283USD women

Literacy / Schooling: 
52% of the population  
(estimate)

Life Expectancy: 
51.3 years men 
52.7 years women

Infant Mortality: 
74  / 1000

Human Development Index: 
154 of 177 countriess

Ghana is a dynamic country where quite a few bikes are 
in use. Cyclo Nord-Sud is particularly proud to be asso-
ciated with the Maata-N-Tudu bike project in the north of 
Ghana. Women represent 95% of the members of this as-
sociation, and overwhelmingly, it is women who receive 
the bikes. The principal criterion for determining who re-
ceives a bicycle is the distance covered each day to seek 
water or to go to market, to the fields and to the clinic. 
Rural inhabitants receive priority.

With its 4,000 members, Maata-N-Tudu administers a micro-credit project, and offers school 
support programs for needy girls as well as empowerment and economic independence pro-
grams for women. The women live in a patriarchal milieu where they are generally viewed as 
a source of unpaid peasant labour. Within this context, the mobility that a bicycle confers, in 
the field and at the market, is central to women’s autonomy.

According to the reports received from Maata-N-Tudu, since its initiation, the impact of the bi-
cycle project has been enormous. Many women have reported increased profits, fewer health 
problems, improved school attendance for the children and even fewer husband-wife conflicts! 
Maata-N-Tudu feels that the initial stage of learning to manage the project is now past and notes 
an increase in membership and an enhanced public standing thanks to the bicycle project. 

Bravo to the women of the North!

Having shipped more than 1,000 bicycles over three years to the region of Cape Haitian in the 
north of Haiti, Cyclo Nord-Sud and its partner CENTRECH have laid the groundwork for pro-
moting local micro-enterprise development based on the economic potential of the bicycle.

Indeed, it is now possible to see Cape Haitian women riding to market with their harvest loa-
ded on the front of cargo tricycles, the city’s maintenance squad cleaning Cape Haitian streets 
on bikes, and young students riding to school in a third of the time previously required.

A particularly dynamic organization, CENTRECH 
continues to make the wheels turn round, having 
developed, this past year, a special link with a 
small northern Haitian village known as Caracol. 
Cyclo Nord-Sud’s partner is seeking to transform 
this community into a «bicycle-town.»  Already 
recipients of bicycles from Enfantaisie, an associa-
ted project that enables local collegiate students to 
bike to school, Caracol has also provided bikes to 
many community leaders in the area.

Mme Marie-Flore Bélizaire, nurse-in-chief of the Health Centre, was the happy recipient of 
the 25,000th bicycle sent by Cyclo Nord-Sud.  It was, in fact, the bicycle of the organization’s 
founder, Claire Morissette. Mme Bélizaire uses the bike to make emergency calls and to visit 
those portions of the territory situated far from the Centre.

GHANA, Tamale

Maata-N-Tudu 
(Women of the North)

2194 bikes over 4 years 

HAÏTI, Cap-Haïtien

Carrefour d’entraide des 
retrouvailles du  
Cap-Haïtien (CENTRECH)

1009 bikes over 3 years
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Partners in the South
4531 bikes shipped to eight countries in Africa and Latin America

Country Population: 
12.3 million

Population living on less  
than $2 per day: 
72%

Literacy / Schooling: 
32.7%men   
15.9%women

Life Expectancy: 
55.3 years men 
50.8 years women

Infant Mortality: 
218 / 1000

Human Development Index: 
173 of 177 countriess

Country Population: 
5.4 million

Average Annual Salary: 
$5,577USD USD men 
$1,773USD USD women

Literacy / Schooling: 
76.8% men   
76.6% women

Life Expectancy: 
69 years men 
75 years women

Infant Mortality: 
30  / 1000

Human Development Index: 
110 of 177 countriess

The first shipment of bikes to this landlocked West African country was made possible thanks 
to an original partnership with the Commission scolaire des Bois-Francs and Éducation Interna-
tionale, with financing from the Canadian International Development Agency.  

Present in Mali for the past 10 years, these Quebec partners created and now manage a pro-
fessional training school in the Koulikoro department. The Centre de formation professionnelle 
multiservice serves some 350 students with the goal of improving access, for those with little 
or no schooling, to training and thus to the job market. By improving professional opportunities 
for the young men and women in this part of Mali, the Centre intends to reduce poverty in the 
region.

In cooperation with Cyclo Nord-Sud, the bike workshop pro-
ject seeks especially to train future workers who will specialize 
in recycling, reuse and environmental education. The project is 
inspired by the Centre de formation en entreprise et récupéra-
tion Normand-Maurice (CFER) model, with its high placement 
rate for Quebec students who have been educationally disad-
vantaged. By supplementing its existing educational Initiatives 
with a bicycle recycling and repair workshop, the Centre in 
Koulikoro adds a truly innovative environmental dimension to 
its activities.

Robin Black, professional bike mechanic and manager of a 
community bike workshop in Montreal, had the honour of set-
ting up the Koulikoro workshop in February 2009.

The mission of the Asociación nicaragüense de no videntes (ANNV), Cyclo Nord-Sud’s Nicara-
guan partner, is to offer the blind -- and those with impaired vision -- training and employment 
possibilities that lead to actual job placements, as well as a living environment that is respectful 
of their human dignity.

Linked as it is to this social inclusion initiative, the bicycle project 
helps promote ANNV’s reputation within its milieu while crea-
ting new job opportunities and internship possibilities for young 
people.

ANNV’s warehouse is situated in the centre of the regional ca-
pital Esteli. The «Canadian» bikes, which have a reputation for 
being of higher quality, attract avid buyers. Two permanent em-
ployees (a manager and a bike mechanic) and several interns staff 
the facility. The profits generated enable ANNV to fund and ope-
rate a variety of special programs for its blind and sight-impaired 
clientele.

Of course, the advantages for the bike purchaser are numerous: reduced transportation costs, 
time saved that was previously spent waiting for buses, a new option for getting kids to school, 
quicker travel times, improved health and a concrete contribution to environmental sustaina-
bility.

Catherine Benoit, a Managers Without Borders intern, had the opportunity to travel to Esteli and 
to witness first-hand the quality of this long-standing Cyclo Nord-Sud partner’s work, as well 
as to observe the benefits resulting from the increased number of cyclists in the Esteli region. A 
short documentary created by Catherine can be viewed on the Cyclo Nord-Sud website.

MALI, Koulikoro

Commission scolaire des 
Bois-Francs and Éducation 
Internationale

412 bikes in the 1st year

NICARAGUA, Esteli

Asociación nicaragüense 
de no videntes (ANNV)

4226 bikes over 6 years
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Partners in the South
4531 bikes shipped to eight countries in Africa and Latin America

Country Population: 
7 million

Average Annual Salary: 
$7,543USD men 
$3,043USD women

Literacy / Schooling: 
82.1% men   
79.2% women

Life Expectancy: 
68.2 years men 
74.3 years women

Infant Mortality: 
25 / 1000

Human Development Index: 
103 of 177 countries

Country Population: 
6 million

Average Annual Salary: 
$2,159USD men 
$  927USD women

Literacy / Schooling: 
68.7% men   
38.5% women

Life Expectancy: 
52.6 years men 
56.4 years women

Infant Mortality: 
78 / 1000

Human Development Index: 
147 of 177 countriess

CESTA-Amigos de la Tierra is a well-established Salvadorian environmental organization and 
Cyclo Nord-Sud’s newest partner. The group promotes sustainable transportation and has ope-
rated a community bike workshop for the past 20 years. In addition to Cyclo Nord-Sud, which 
sent two containers of used bikes this year, CESTA also obtains bikes from U.S. organizations, 
permitting their programme ECOBICI to function at full capacity.

ECOBICI consists of a school located in the city of San 
Marcos, where economically disadvantaged young 
people receive training in the art of bike repair. By pla-
cing the accent on bicycle mechanics and renewable 
sources of energy, this programme has developed a so-
lid institutional expertise and is active in the promotion 
of Green forms of transportation.

Through its ecologically oriented projects, CESTA 
seeks to encourage Salvadorians to adopt practices that 
contribute to the environmental sustainability of their 
country. From this perspective, the bicycle quickly be-
came seen as THE obvious appropriate technology!

Since its creation 20 years ago, ECOBICI has trained 
approximately 600 students and has established seve-
ral small workshops that have enabled owners and em-
ployees to generate income and to improve their standard of living. More globally, these activi-
ties contribute to promoting the bicycle as an appropriate means of transport in El Salvador.

Since its beginnings in June 2003, the bicycle project of Action pour le développement rural, 
social et humanitaire (ADERSH) has had a fabulous impact, offering access to bikes at reduced 
cost to hundreds of men, women and children.  

Purchases can be made in cash, of course, but also on cre-
dit, repayable in instalments spread over several months. A 
barter system, Produits de récolte contre vélo, is used by 
ADERSH as well, at the request of beneficiaries, in order to 
make bicycles more easily obtainable. 

It is no secret that in rural Togo, women are at the centre of 
all of the human activities associated with the family unit. 
Domestic housework, transporting children to health care 
clinics, collecting firewood, selling the surplus from the har-
vest at market, and so on… She is there whenever needed to 
go into the fields to work alongside her husband, too. 

Through the Togo bicycle project, rural women are happy because they can obtain a bicycle 
at a reduced price. They spend less time travelling, as trips of dozens of kilometres previously 
made on foot each day can now be made by bike. Heavy loads previously carried on women’s 
heads can now be transported on a bicycle acquired for a minimal fee. The women are able to 
transport large quantities of goods to distant markets and they notice an increase in their daily 
revenues. 

Odette Latré-Kayi, ADERSH-Togo

SALVADOR, San Marcos

CESTA - Amigos de la Tierra 
Centre for Appropriate  
Technology

920 bikes in the 1st year

TOGO, Lomé

Action pour le développe-
ment social, rural et  
humanitaire (ADERSH)

2185 bikes over 5 years
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Montreal Warehouse :  7235 Saint-Urbain (North of Jean-Talon, de Castelneau Metro station) 

P.O. Box 1242, Place du Parc Station, Montréal, QUE.  H2X 4A7

Telephone : 514 843-0077 / 1-888-843-0077    Fax : 514 271-5677

Email : info@cyclonordsud.org    Website : www.cyclonordsud.org

The used bikes we ship South make a world of difference!




